Mark III LS Exam Table

Benefits:
This exam table is part of our low stress line, combining the versatility of storage with the opportunity to provide a warmer, more inviting exam table experience. The Stainless Steel top has our surgery table’s dependable heating technology, keeping the surface an even temperature.

Features:
- Durable Stainless Steel top is formed to encourage drainage to an edge trough.
- Heating unit controller attaches to the side of the table for easy access.
- Controller maintains a factory-set temperature of approximately 93°C (33.8°C) with three timed cycle options (60, 90, 120 minutes). (The temperature is NOT adjustable.)
- There is a built-in alarm and shut off to alert you to an overheating situation.
- The cabinet is available in high pressure laminate.
- All cabinets have three drawers and one door.
- Standard laminate color options are White or Almond. Other Wilson Art or Formica colors are available with longer lead times and additional cost.
- Chip-resistant, 3mm PVC edging finishes the laminate door and drawer edges.
- SPECS: Top is 44½”W x 20”D. Storage area is 35.875”W with about a 2” toe kick around the unit. It is 32.875”H.